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The Planning Module: Introduction
SPOL Planning provides a collaborative online platform for department and committee members to
create, manage, track, and report results for departmental plans, institutional effectiveness plans,
strategic plan objectives, and any other specific, measurable, time-limited project or initiative. Intended
for use by administrators, faculty, and staff, the module provides functionality to:
 Create objectives with detailed descriptions of what is to be accomplished and how. This includes the
means to measure results, additional funding needed, support needed from other departments, and
alignment with various institutional constructs, such as the strategic plan and accreditation standards.
 Create a detailed multi-year budget plan for the objective, identifying specific costs to be incurred for
each task, which will roll into the department's overall annual budget request1.
 Manage the deployment of plans through accomplishment by creating a timeline for completion of
tasks, assignment of tasks to individuals and departments, entering periodic status reports, and
reporting the status of the tasks and the objective overall.
 Operationalize the institutional strategic plan, academic master plan, and any other high-level plan,
by creating objectives aligned with plans; review and report on the results of these alignments.
 Align objectives with assessment outcomes to demonstrate the symbiotic relationship of planning and
assessment in the institutional effectiveness cycle, where assessment efforts provide information
about plans, and plans detail steps to improve assessment outcomes2.
 Align objectives with accreditation standards to demonstrate the steps that were taken to complete
a process in accordance with accepted best practices, or implement changes to correct any issue with
compliance, and use the completed objective as evidence in the next self-study3.
 Route planning objectives through the proper approval channels and provide sufficient detail to
support the departmental plan.
 Search for objectives across departments to improve departmental collaboration, learn from the
experiences of colleagues, and access accumulated institutional intelligence.
 Report on progress toward accomplishment of the strategic plan based upon the success of the
objectives intended to operationalize the plan.
The Planning Module facilitates the establishment of the institutional strategic plan over a multi-year time
horizon as well as any other high-level plan. Users create objectives for their departments or committees
that align with the strategic plan. Objectives may detail funding needed to complete all the tasks as
intended, which provides you with a detailed view of new costs to be incurred to implement the strategic
plan.

1

Requires implementation of the Budget Module.
Requires implementation of the Assessment Module.
3
Requires implementation of the Accreditation Module.
2
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As with all SPOL modules, the Planning Module allows faculty and staff to accomplish their work through
the application. SPOL Planning provides a workspace to create new Objectives; aligning each with Unit
Goals, Institutional Goals, and the strategic plan, detailing Tasks for completion, as well as the Intended
Results from the Objective and the Assessment Measures to be used to report actual results. The Tasks
section of the page provides a productivity tool for unit managers to detail the Tasks to be completed for
accomplishment of the Objective. Additionally, Users can estimate the start and end dates for each Task
to create a project timeline, prioritize tasks to ensure completion of the most critical action steps, project
costs by adding detailed budget entries to identify expenses to be incurred, and assign responsibility for
each task to other SPOL Users, Planning Unit members, or even contacts who are not SPOL Users. The
Unit Manager can also alert colleagues in other departments that the Objective might impact the
resources of the other department, as they may be called upon in the coming year to provide some kind
of assistance. The Unit Manager then submits his plan by approving each Objective, which then routes
the plan through the remaining levels of approval.
As these plans commence and progress, the manager and members of the unit can amend each Objective
as necessary, add narrative Status Reports, and update the status of each Task as well as the status of the
Objective overall. As results are realized, the unit manager or member can detail the Actual Results and
document the Use of Results for continuous quality improvement, thus closing the loop on the objective.
To implement the Planning Module, we need to first establish a robust workspace by importing Planning
Units, Users, institutional plans, and a few other record sets. We also review the SPOL Objective template
to ensure that the page is set up to mirror your institution's planning process. You may be required to
change terminology and edit the Objective template by turning off, hiding, and moving page sections.
Typically, the Planning Module rolls out to users clean, so that they can begin using the system by writing
their Objectives for the coming year. Depending on the timing, some schools have already asked their
faculty and staff to submit their plans, so the Objectives, Tasks, Measures, and alignments can be imported
to provide a workspace for users to document progress and results. Occasionally an institution would like
to bring in plans from the prior year or two; this historic data can be added to SPOL through data imports.

Data Overview
The data required to operate the Planning Module fall into three areas. The data sets are described below.

System Data

Planning Data

Users

Objective Purpose

Planning Units

Objective Status

Planning Years (and Terms)

Objective Types

Semesters

Planning Priorities

Institutional Goals

Task Status

Institutional Goal Categories

Task Type

 Planning Years (with Semesters and Planning Terms): Planning Years represent annual cycles within
which SPOL activities occur. Records created in SPOL, such as Objectives, commence in a specific
Planning Year. These records might conclude in the same Planning Year ("PY"), or extend across one or
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more additional PYs. Planning Years are made up of Planning Terms. Before creating Planning Terms,
use the Semesters data store to establish an ordered list of the general academic periods offered within
a typical academic year. Semesters are then selected into Planning Years to establish PY-specific
Planning Terms.
 Planning Units: Planning Units represent departments, divisions, offices, committees, and other
operating units that might exist on the institutional organizational chart. Planning Units report to one
another to create the organizational hierarchy that will serve as the approval chain for Planning Unit
records, such as Objectives. All SPOL records are owned by Planning Units, and are available to Users
who are members or managers of Planning Units. Planning Units are global data, so they appear in all
Planning Years until they are made inactive. A Planning Unit Homepage represents each Planning Unit.
 Users: Users represent individuals credentialed to logon to SPOL. Users are added to Planning Units as
either the Unit Manager or a Member, which enables them to engage in permissioned functionality for
records belonging to the Planning Unit.
 Institutional Goals: Institutional Goals is the generic name of the data store intended to hold one or
more high-level plans with which Users can align their unit Objectives. Other data stores used by the
Planning Module for alignment of Objectives include Planning Priorities and Objective Types.
Institutional Goals can be distinguished from these two data stores in the following ways:
o

Institutional Goals are used as the filter and sort parameter in many more standard SPOL reports
than the other data stores;

o

Institutional Goals can hold multiple plans, with each plan distinguished by the Goal Category

o

Institutional Goals can have one or more layers of "sub-goals," allowing you to create a plan that
might, for example, consist of Goals, Strategies, and Strategic Initiatives where each level nests
under the previous

o

Institutional Goals can be added to the Outcome Details page for alignment of student learning
and other outcomes4

o

The View Activity by Institutional Goals page provides a navigable page that displays Institutional
Goals within a selected Goal Category that expands to show sub-goals and all Objectives and
Outcomes aligned with each goal.

 Planning Priorities: The intent of Planning Priorities is to provide a framework for stating the annual
focused planning or budgetary priorities of the institution, to which users can align their planning
objectives. This data store can be relabeled and used for any other purpose.
 Objective Types: Another list to facilitate alignment of objectives, Objective Types is typically populated
with broader labels that serve as filterable and searchable "tags." Planning year-specific and multi-year
enabled, the Objective Type tags can evolve over time as needed.
 Objective Purpose: A single-select field on the header of the objective, the Objective Purpose states the
reason for writing the objective. For instance, if the objective is intended to provide details on
operationalizing an aspect of the institutional strategic plan, the user might select "Strategic Plan
Objective" as the objective purpose. An objective written primarily to improve operations at the unit
level might be labeled "Departmental Objective" or "IE Plan Objective." Objective Purposes are

4

Requires implementation of the Assessment Module.
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established on the System Admin page, and can be flagged as "budgetable" to allow users to enter
related budget requests from the Objective Details page5.
 Objective Status: Located within the page header, the Objective Status provides a dropdown list from
which the user can state the operational status of the objective at the time of writing, and then update
the status throughout the objective's life span.
 Task Type: Located on the Task record, the Task Type provides a single-select dropdown list from which
the user can select the general operational category of the task. Examples of Task Types are CrossDepartmental or Newly Added.
 Task Status: Like Objective Status, the Task Status provides a drop-down list from which users can select
the operational status of each Task. If the Tasks Status selected has been pre-determined to represent
a completion point, SPOL will populate the "Completion Date" field with today's date upon save.

Module Functions – Planning Homepage

 View My Objectives: Navigates the user to the My Objectives page, which is focused on the current
planning year selected. The page will display all Planning Units with which the user has an affiliation
(manager of the unit, member of the unit, or a unit that reports to a unit where the user is the
manager). The user can click on a Planning Unit to expand, and then double-click on an Objective to
navigate to the Objective Details page.
 View My Planning Units: Navigates the user to the My Planning Units page, which is focused on the
current planning year selected. The page will display all Planning Units with which the user has an
affiliation (manager of the unit, member of the unit, or a unit that reports to a unit where the user is
the manager). The user can double-click on a Planning Unit to navigate to the Planning Unit
Homepage.
 Search Objectives: Navigates the user to the Objective Search page, where the user can search for
specific objective records by unit manager, planning unit, objective title, objective description (text
5

Requires implementation of the Budget Module.
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search), objective ID, and planning year. Double-click on an objective record to navigate to the
Objective Details page. The user can also launch the Objective Detail page in edit mode to create a
new objective from this page.
 Create a New Objective: Navigates to the Objective Detail page in edit mode where the user can enter
the basic header information for an objective record. Upon save, the user will navigate to the
Objective Details page for the objective, where the user can flesh out the details of the objective,
including tasks, intended results, assessment measures, alignment with the strategic plan, etc.
 New Objective Wizard: Navigates to the New Objective Wizard page to walk the user through the
steps of creating a new objective, including all of the data stores to be populated on the Objective
Details page.
 Copy Objective Data: Navigates to the Copy Objective Data page to allow the user to copy or move
single-year objectives from one planning year to another, or to add more years to the life span of
multi-year objectives.
 View Activity by Institutional Goal: Navigates the user to the View Activity by Institutional Goal page,
where the user can select the plan to view from the Institutional Goal Category dropdown, and then
click on the institutional goals displayed to view all planning objectives and assessment outcomes
aligned with each. The user can navigate to the objective or outcome record by clicking on the <View>
button on the record.
 Document Repository: Navigates to the Document Repository page where the user can upload, view,
and organize, folders and documents within the Standard Documents repository. Any documents
uploaded to the repository from this page, rather than from the Objective Details page, are not
automatically assigned to any particular objective.
 Print a Report: Navigates the user to the SPOL Reports page, where the user can access a variety of
reports on the records within the Planning Module.
 Approve My Objectives: Navigates the user to the My Approval Objectives page, which is focused on
the current planning year selected. The page will display only those Planning Units with an objective
awaiting the approval of the user. The user can click on a Planning Unit to expand, and then check the
box next to each objective to be approved or rejected. Note that this selection appears on the Planning
Homepage, the hover-over menu, and the sidebar navigation only when an objective is pending the
approval of the user.
 View All Objectives: Navigates the user to the All Objectives page, which displays all planning units,
each of which can be expanded to view and provide navigation access to its objectives. By default, the
list is filtered to show only those planning units with objectives; the user can remove the filter to view
all planning units.
 View ALL Planning Units: Navigates the user to the Planning Unit Search page, where the user can
search for specific planning unit code, unit title, unit manager, and active status. Double-click on a
planning unit to navigate to the Planning Unit Homepage.
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Planning Units: Introduction
Planning Units represent offices, department, committees, and other operating units within the
institution. Each represents a collection of individuals who have come together for a specific purpose.
Planning Units engage in strategic and operational planning, develop budget requests, and may play a role
in ensuring institutional compliance with accreditation standards. Planning Units report to other Planning
Units to create the hierarchical structure of your college or university in a manner that mimics your
organizational chart. This hierarchy also creates the reporting/approval streams within SPOL.
Budget Accounts are assigned to Planning Units, which demonstrate how each Planning Unit is funded on
an ongoing basis. Accreditation Standards – regional, professional, institutional, state-wide, etc. – are also
assigned to the Planning Units responsible for maintaining compliance on an ongoing basis. In this way,
Accreditation Standards can inform ongoing unit planning. Planning Units can also be organized into
Programs – academic or operational – where they can track Outcomes on an ongoing basis and report on
their Assessment results.

Mapping Out the Planning Units
Begin with the organizational chart for your institution to start mapping out your Planning Units. One
word of caution: don't confuse Planning Units with Users. Focus on the office or department represented
by each box or detail line on the chart, rather than the individual people.
Typically, SPOL is used by all departments
because all departments should engage in unitbased planning, even if they don't use SPOL to
develop their budget requests. Begin with the
assumption that all boxes on the organizational
chart will be a Planning Unit. The organizational
chart also provides a schematic that describes
how the Planning Units report to one another.
 Consider whether any of the Planning Units
should be broken out further. Depending on
the granularity of your organizational chart,
some boxes may represent a combination of
functional areas that might best be
separated for SPOL.

Planning Unit

Planning Unit

Planning Unit

Planning Unit

Planning Unit

Planning Unit

 You might also consider whether any of the Planning Units should be combined for easier
management within SPOL.
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It can be a balancing act as you attempt to arrive at the best break-down of your Planning Units. Most
schools adopt the philosophy that one size does not fit all. While the single most important thing to
consider about a Planning Unit is whether it has a specific purpose that is unique within the institution,
that might not be your only criterion for determining that it should be a stand-alone Planning Unit. You
may also consider the number of people involved in the
Planning Unit and how the unit overlaps with other units. For
TIP: Print out your organizational
instance, if only one person performs the specific functions of
charts to assist you in pulling
the Planning Unit, you may want to roll it into a larger Planning
together your Planning Units. Adding
Unit. On the other hand, if a planning unit is made up of four
Planning Units to SPOL may be
separate functions and each function is performed by five
easier if you jot notes on the charts
individuals, you may decide to break that Planning Unit down
first.
further. Don't feel that all Planning Units must fit the same
specifications. Set them up in the manner that will best facilitate the work of the individual Users.
As you consider what a Planning Unit is, it can be important to
understand what a Planning Unit is not:
 User – Users are individuals with unique logon credentials to SPOL.
Users are assigned to Planning Units as Members, and one
Member for each Planning Unit is designated as the Unit Manager.
A Planning Unit can have multiple Members, and a User can be a
Member and/or Manager of multiple Planning Units.

Planning Unit

User

Planning Unit

User

Planning Unit

User

User

 Budget Account – Budget Accounts are set up in SPOL
separately from Planning Units. Once established, each
Budget Account is assigned to the Planning Unit
responsible for spending from it. A Planning Unit might
have multiple Budget Accounts assigned to it, or it might
have none. Consequently, it can prove difficult
to attempt to align Planning Units with Budget
Budget
Accounts when establishing Planning Units.
Account

Budget
Account

Planning Unit

Planning Unit

Planning Unit

Budget
Account
 Program – Programs represent collections of activities that
will be assessed, such as an academic program or departmental operations. When Programs are
established within the Assessment Module, the Planning Units that will be active within the Program
are added to it. There may be a one-to-one match between Planning Units and Programs, but you
may also have Programs with multiple Planning Units assigned and many Planning Units may be
assigned to multiple Programs.
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Updating Planning Units
While you will import most of your Planning Units, you will likely encounter the need to enter Planning
Units by hand or to update existing Planning Units.
1. Go to Admin > System > System Data and select <Planning Units> to access the Planning Unit Search
page
2. To enter a new Planning Unit, click the <New Planning Unit> button at the upper right of the page
to open the Planning Unit Detail page.
3. Enter the name of the Planning Unit in the <Planning unit Title> field
4. Enter the Planning Unit Code in the <Planning Unit Code> field; if you have not already determined
the Planning Unit Code, you might save this step until after you have selected the Planning Unit
Parent
5. Click the drop-down list to select the <Planning Unit Type>
6. Click the drop-down list to select the User who will be assigned as the <Unit Manager>
7. Click the drop-down list for <Planning Unit Parent>, which will show all top-level planning units
a. Click the caret to the left of one of the Planning Units to expand and display the Planning
Units assigned under it; continue drill down unitl the Planning Unit to be assigned as Parent
is displayed
b. Double-click on the planning Unit to select it as the Parent
c. The drill-down displays the Planning Unit codes, which may be helpful in completing step 4
8. Enter the <Unit Purpose>, if you have the information available; this is not required
9. Click the <Save> icon in the icon tray at the upper right
10. Once the Planning Unit has been saved, find it in the list of Planning Units on the Planning Unit
Search page; double-click to edit it and enter the ERP ID (see the secion below for more information
about getting the Planning Unit into edit mode).

Editing Existing Planning Units
To edit an existing Planning Unit, follow these steps:
1. Go to Admin > System > System Data and select <Planning Units> to access the Planning Unit Search
page
2. Locate the Planning Unit using one of the following options by either
a. Enter search criteria, or
b. Click on the page numbers at the bottom of the page to move to another page of
Planning Units
3. Double-click on the Planning Unit to navigate to the Planning Unit Homepage (aka My Planning
Unit)
4. Click on the
button at the upper right of the “My Planning Units” section to open the
Planning Unit in edit mode
5. Begin at step 3 in previous section to edit the Planning Unit
6. To add the ERP ID, click the <Edit> button at the upper right to open the field. Enter the ERP ID,
and click <Save>
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Importing Planning Units
To import Planning Unit data:
1. Go to Admin > Data Management > Import Data
2. Under System Data Import > Planning Import Wizard, select <Planning Units Data Import>
3. Click on <Export existing data and file formats>, and then <Download File Format Only> to
download a CSV file, which lists the columns in the correct order and provides the required column
headers
4. Add the Planning Units data to this file and save
COLUMN
Column A
Column B
Column C
Column D
Column E
Column F
Column G
Column H

DATA

REQUIRED COLUMN HEADER

ERP ID (or Planning Unit Code repeated)
ERP_ID
Planning Unit Parent ERP ID (or Parent Planning
PlanningUnitParent_ERP_ID
Unit Code)
Planning Unit Type
PlanningUnitTypeTitle
Planning Unit Code
PlanningUnitCode
Planning Unit Title
PlanningUnitTitle
Unit Purpose
UnitPurpose
Unit Manager (identified by Username)
UnitManagerUserName
Active Indicator (Y = yes, N = no)
ACTIVE

REQUIRED?
Yes
No6
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

NOTE: Users must be imported before Planning Units.
5. Follow steps 1-2 to return to the data import for Planning Units; select <Import new and update
existing data>
6. Click the <Browse> button to locate the import file; select the file from the dialog box (if you
previously saved the file as an Excel file, be sure to select the CSV file), and then click <Open>
7. After the file path appears in the <CSV File Name> field, click the <Next> button at the bottom right
8. All Planning Unit Types used in the import file will be listed; if they have not yet been entered into
the system, the import will add them; click the <Next> button once you are satisfied that Planning
Unit Types will be handled as expected
9. All Planning Units in the import file should be listed; the total records listed will be displayed above
the list of Planning Units; if this number is less than the number of records in your file, you may have
some exceptions that are not going to be imported; when you’re satisfied with this step, click
<Next>
10. Any exceptions will be listed on the next page; you can download the exceptions to a CSV file, which
will provide a reason for why the record was not entered
11. The most common reason for an exception in the Planning Units import is an unrecognized Unit
Manager
a. Ensure that the Unit Manager Username on the import file is correct
b. Ensure that the User is in the system
6

Leave blank only for top-level Planning Units. Populate this field for all other Planning Units.
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c. If the User in not in SPOL, either enter him or assign the Planning Unit to a different
User
d. Correct the file, if necessary, and save
12. Begin at step 1 to import the corrected exceptions
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Planning Units for Accreditation
As is the case with full SPOL, Planning Units serve as the primary organizing unit for the Accreditation
Module. However, the way we approach Planning Units within this module may differ from the other
modules. This is often the case, whether you’re implementing (or already using) full SPOL or implementing
SPOL Accreditation.
In general, Planning Units represent offices, departments, committees, and other operating units within
the institution. Each represents a collection of individuals who have come together for a specific purpose.
From the Accreditation perspective, Planning Units represent groups of individuals who are working
collaboratively to accomplish the work of the self-study. In practical terms, this means that you would
establish Planning Units to represent various committees or workgroups that will be assigned a Role (e.g.,
writer, reader, editor) for one or more Standards in the Accreditation Reporting Cycle.
If you wish to assign responsibility for Standards to individual Users, rather than to Planning Units
(normally thought of as a group of Users), simply establish Planning Units to represent each of the
individuals to whom you would assign Standards – you can even name the Planning Unit after the person.
Then assign that individual User as the Unit Manager of his or her Planning Unit. If the User wishes, and if
your process allows, he might add Users within his area to his accreditation Planning Unit in order to
distribute the workload among the team he has assembled.

Mapping Out Planning Units
Mapping of Accreditation Planning Units begin with careful consideration of your workflow or document
flow. Consider the Roles that will be created for the Accreditation Source (e.g., writer, reader, steering
committee, editor, final approver) and the individuals and/or committees that will be assigned to these
roles. These individuals and/or committees will constitute your Planning Units.
When setting up Accreditation Planning Units, it’s not important to create a hierarchical reporting
relationship between them. The approval chain is established through specific assignments made at both
the Source level (i.e., at the level of the overall body of standards) and the Standard level.
If you’re implementing SPOL Accreditation only, all Planning Units can be top-level planning units (see the
section on Parent Planning Unit on the following page for more information). However, if you’ve
implemented full SPOL, any Planning Units that you set up for the purposes of Accreditation should report
to some other Planning Unit, just for the sake of organization. You might even create a top-level Planning
Unit called “Accreditation” to serve as the global Parent for all Accreditation Planning Units.

Planning Unit Type
The following data elements should be identified for each Planning Unit:

Planning Unit Title
This is the name of the Planning Unit. It can be helpful to include the Accreditation Source acronym in the
Planning Unit Title to easily distinguish it from Planning Units created for other purposes, for example:



SACS Faculty Committee
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AQIP - VP Academic Affairs
NCATE - John Doe
ABET Link Checkers

Planning Unit Type
Because most of these Planning Units represent workgroups or committees (even if a committee of one),
it’s most expedient to simply use “Committee” as the Planning Unit Type for all Accreditation Planning
Units. You could also call them “Accreditation” to distinguish them from other committees that may be
Planning Units.




Committee
Accreditation

Planning Unit Code
Each Planning Unit must be identified by a unique code. The code can be alpha-numeric and consist of up
to 10 digits. It can be useful to use the Source Acronym in the code to easily distinguish these Planning
Units from others, for example:




SACS10
AQIP01

Parent Planning Unit
With the exception of top-level Planning Units, each Planning Unit reports to another Planning Unit,
establishing what is called a parent-child relationship. The original Planning Unit is the child and the
Planning Unit to which it reports is the parent. You identify the parent Planning Unit by its ERP ID (see
section below). You do not need to identify any relationship above the parent, as the parent’s parent, and
so on, creates the rest of the reporting chain.
For top level Planning Units, leave this field blank. A Planning Unit without a parent is a top-level unit by
default. If you’re implementing SPOL Accreditation only, all Planning Units can be top-level units. If you
have implemented other SPOL modules, the Accreditation Planning Units should report to a Parent Unit.

Unit Manager
One User must be assigned as the Unit Manager for the Planning Unit. While developing your list of
Planning Units, you may find it beneficial to use the first and last name and/or title of individuals to be
associated with Planning Units. Before importing this data into SPOL, you must identify the User by his or
her Username, which is the unique identifier for Users within the system.

Unit Purpose
In general, each Planning Unit should have a Unit Purpose statement that describes the primary functions
and/or activities of the unit, the stakeholders served, and any additional clarifying statements. Unit
Purpose is not necessary for Accreditation Planning Units.
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ERP ID
The ERP ID is an artifact of SPOL that is used to uniquely identify the imported records. Because the
Planning Unit ERP ID will be referenced by other SPOL data imports, it’s most expedient to simply use the
Planning Unit Code, itself a unique identifier, as the ERP ID.




SACS10
AQIP01
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Creating a New Objective
Objectives are the primary template in the Planning Module and represent the records for which all
planning activity is executed. Objective creation should be guided by the following SMART criteria:

S pecific - indicate a specific project or specific area for improvement
M easurable - progress can be quantified or measured
A ggressive yet Achievable - the project is not out of reach or beyond the capacity of the institution
R esults-driven - is guided by and created with the purpose of yielding results
T ime-limited - is grounded within a time frame, not open-ended
Creating New Objective Page
The option to create Objectives is only available when the logged in user is assigned as a manager or
member of a Planning Unit. To create a new Objective in SPOL, select <Create a New Objective> or the
<New Objective Wizard> on the Planning Homepage. Both give the same result.
The Create a New Objective page will open, displaying the following fields (see image on following page):
1. Objective Title: The short description of the Objective
2. Planning Unit: The department that will carry out the Objective
3. Original Planning Year: Indicates the year that the objective will begin. Original Planning Year can
only be selected from the dropdown menu when the Objective is first created and will associate the
newly created Objective to the indicated Planning year
4. Multi-Year Objective: Indicates the life span of an Objective
5. Objective Purpose: From the dropdown menu, select the primary purpose for which the Objective
has been created
6. Objective Status: From the dropdown menu, indicate the current status of the newly created
Objective
7. Objective Description: The full description of the Objective
Click the Save icon (blue diskette) at the upper right of the page and you will then navigate to the
Objective Details page where you will enter more data to more fully flesh out the details of your objective,
such as your tasks for accomplishment and intended results. See the Objective Details Page article for
more information.
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Objective Purpose and Objective Status
When creating a new objective, the user must select the Objective Purpose and Objective Status in order
to save the objective, which creates the header, and move on to adding more details. SPOL provides you
with default selections in both data stores. You can add new selections, as well as edit and remove existing
selections, on the SPOL Admin page > Planning section.

Objective Purpose
Multiple reasons may exist for writing objectives. The user may have been assigned an objective from the
institutional or division strategic plan, or perhaps the objective will improve some aspect of departmental
operations. The Objective Purpose allows the user to identify the primary reason for the objective.
The Objective Purpose has been added as a filter to many SPOL reports and pages, which allows you to
narrow your results to the objectives fulfilling a specific purpose. This will allow you to run a report, for
instance, that includes only objectives written directly in support of the strategic plan, while filtering out
other objectives written simply to advance department-specific goals.

1. Go to Admin > Planning > Objective Purpose to navigate to the Objective Purpose Search page
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2. Click the <+> button to navigate to a blank Objective Purpose Detail page, or double-click on an
existing record

3. Type a name in the <Objective Purpose Title> field (note that Objective Purpose records will list in
alphabetic order in dropdown lists)
4. Click the <Budgetable> checkbox to enable users to add enhanced budget requests to objectives of
this type7
5. The <Active> indicator should already be checked
a. If you uncheck the <Active> indicator, this purpose will no longer be available when
creating new objectives
b. Existing objectives identified with an inactive Objective Purpose will continue to be
active records
6. Click the <Save> icon to save the record and return to the Objective Purpose Search page.

Objective Status
The objective header contains the Objective Status, which the user adds from a dropdown list when
creating the objective, and can update at any time through the life span of the objective. When
considering the statuses to be included in your list, think about the full life cycle of the objective and when
you might ask your users to update their status.
1. Go to Admin > Planning > Objective Status to navigate to the Objective Status Search page

7

Requires implementation of the Budget Module.
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2. Click the <+> button to navigate to a blank Objective Status Detail page or double-click on an
existing record in the list to navigate to its page
3. Type a status label in the <Objective Status> field (note that Objective Status records will list in
alphabetic order in
dropdown lists)
4. Click the <Save> icon
to save the record and
return to the
Objective Purpose
Search page.
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Planning Priorities, Goals, and Objective Types
SPOL provides four planning year-specific, multi-select data stores on the Objective Details page for
alignment and tagging, which provide filters for searching and reporting.
Data Store

Availability

# of Lists

Created Where

Ordered By

Overview Page

Institutional Goals

global

multiple

Admin > System

number

yes

Planning Unit Goals

global

single

Admin > Planning

number

no

Objective Types

global

single

Admin > Planning

title

no

PU-specific

single

Planning Unit Homepage

number

no

Planning Priorities

Because this data is not required to create a new record, like an objective, no default data has been
provided. You may decide that you're not ready to use one or more of these data stores, in which case
you can remove them from the Objective Details page by adjusting system layout or changing user
permissions.

Institutional Goals
Institutional Goals are those created at a higher level than those for specific planning units and are meant
to cover multiple units. An institutional multi-year Strategic Plan normally is included in this field, but you
can also include college/division plans, Facility Master Plans, IT Plans, and any other that would potentially
affect more than one unit. You can archive old plans as desired, and they are still accessible for reporting
purposes. The plan goals and objectives can then be selected by the Planning Unit Manager to link Unit
Objectives to these goals, which in turn can demonstrate how annual activities and budget requests (for
those using the Budget Module) relate to the institution’s overall planning process.
This field is also accessible in the Assessment Module to link Program Outcomes to institutional goals. In
either module, however, the field is optional and can be removed from the layout.
To create Institutional Goals, go to Admin/System/Institutional Goal Categories. Note that you must
create Categories before adding the goals – this will keep goals separated if you enter multiple plans. Click
the + to create a new Category. Enter the name of the Category (for example, Strategic Plan 2018-2024)
in the Institutional Goal Category box and click the blue diskette to Save. If you click Default, the system
defaults to this category.
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After creating the Category, return to Admin/System/Institutional Goals. Click the + to create the goals
(don’t select a Goal Category on that first screen – that’s simply a search tool for after the goals are
created). The Institutional Goal Detail page is the starting point.
1. Select the appropriate Goal Category
2. Do not select an Institutional Goal Parent; the system will default to the Goal Category.
3. Select as many Planning Years as desired. The goals and objectives will rollover to each new year so
that you don’t need to re-type the information annually.
4. Enter a Goal Number. When first starting out, begin with number 1.
5. Enter a short Goal Title.
6. Enter a longer Goal Description. The Title and Description will both appear when Planning Unit
Managers select the goals.
7. Click the blue diskette when finished.

When you click the blue diskette to Save, a new screen opens. To create specific Institutional Objectives
beneath each Goal, click the <Add> button at Institutional Sub Goals. A new screen will open where you
can enter those specific Objectives. You can also then add Sub Sub Goals as desired. Note the Associated
Planning Years at the bottom of the page – those are the years you requested when you created the
highest level goals. You can create as many goals and objectives as desired.
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Note that for sub goals, the Institutional Goal Parent is automatically presented – you don’t have to make
a selection at that point. The Goal Number is also established. To create the sub goal number, enter the
number 1 in the Goal Number field.
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Planning Unit Goals
Planning Unit Goals are those goals specific to a department or unit; they are not institutional goals but
should relate to those upper-level goals and the planning unit’s objectives for meetings its own goals and
those of the institution. Planning Unit Goals are initially created on the Planning Unit Details page and can
then be selected on the Objective Details page:
To create Planning Unit Goals, click the + to open the field. Add a Goal Number, Title, and Description.
Select as many Planning Years as desired – the goals will rollover to each new planning year. Click the
<Save> button when finished.
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Planning Priorities
If your institution establishes annual priorities to guide planning, operations, and funding, add them to
Planning Priorities. You can then identify when your objectives support one or more institutional
priorities. Planning Priorities can be relabeled to support some other institutional alignment.

1. Go to Admin > Planning > Planning Priorities to navigate to the Planning Priorities Search page
2. Click the <+> button to navigate to a blank Planning Priority Detail page or double-click an existing
record in the list to navigate to its page
3. Type a name for the priority in the <Planning Priority> field
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4. Add a more narrative description of the priority, and when it would be appropriate for the user
to select it in the <Description> field; this description will appear when the user hovers over the
priority in the select list
5. Enter a number in the <Planning Priority Number> field to establish a sort order for the list
6. Click the <Save> icon to save the record and return to the Planning Priorities Search page

Associated Planning Years
7. The Planning Priority record will be added to the current planning year to which you're oriented
a. To add more planning years, or to change the planning year, double-click the record to
open it
b. Find Associated Planning Years at the bottom of the page
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c. Click the <Select> button to
open the Select Planning
Years window
d. Check additional years
where the record should be
available to select
e. Click the <Save> icon to
close the window and
record the additional years.
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Objective Types
Populate Objective Types with other "tags" that users might apply to objectives to indicate other
important, reportable attributes of their plans. Objective Types can be relabeled to support institutional
alignment.
1. Go to Admin > Planning >
Planning Priorities to
navigate to the Objective
Types Search page
2. Click the <+> button to
navigate to a blank
Objective Type Detail
page, or double-click an
existing record in the list
to navigate to its page
3. Type a name for the
objective type in the
<Objective Type> field
4. Add a more narrative
description of the
objective type, and when
it would be appropriate for the user to select it, in the <Description> field; this description
appears when the user hovers over the priority in the select list
5. Click the <Save> icon to save the record and return to the Planning Priorities Search page

6. See ASSOCIATED PLANNING YEARS for instructions on adding more planning years to the record.
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The Objective Details Page
The Objective Details page is the primary artifact of the Planning Module. The Objective page provides a
comprehensive template for creating and tracking projects and initiatives over their entire life cycle –
which can span several years. The template can be best understood if you consider that you will be
explaining the "what, why, and how" of your project.

Writing the Objective
1. Planning Unit: Objectives belong to a single planning unit. The unit manager is responsible for
approving the objective to add it to the unit's plan.
2. Objective Description: Fully state the objective (initiative, project, etc.) in SMART terms. To be
SMART, the objective description should be Specific; Measureable; Aggressive, yet Attainable;
Results-driven; and Time-limited.
3. Objective Title: Short and descriptive, the objective title allows the user to easily distinguish one
objective from another in a list.
4. Planning Years: An objective may exist in a single planning year, or may span across multiple years.
5. Objective Purpose: Multiple reasons may exist for writing objectives. A user may have been
assigned an objective from the institutional strategic plan, or perhaps the objective will improve
some aspect of departmental operations. The objective purpose allows the user to identify the
primary reason for the objective, thus categorizing it.
6. Institutional Goals: Use the institutional goals framework to house your institution's strategic,
academic, technological, and other high-level plans. The user can then create institutional context
for the Objective by tying it back to one or more of those plans. The View Activity by Institutional
Goals page provides a high-level view of all objectives tied back to each plan.
7. Planning Unit Goals: The user can create aspirational goals on the Planning Unit Homepage, and
then identify when an objective supports one or more of these unit-level goals.
8. Planning Priorities: If your institution establishes annual priorities to guide planning, operations,
and funding, add them to the Planning Priorities. The user can then identify when her objectives
support one or more institutional priorities.
9. Objective Types: Populate objective types with other "tags" that you might apply to objectives to
indicate other important, reportable attributes of plans.
10. Tasks: Use tasks to document the actions necessary to complete the Objective. Use the Start and
Due Date fields to create a timeline for the project. Identify the Priority (its criticality to the overall
project) and periodically update the Status of each task.
11. Task Assignments: Each task can be assigned to the person(s) responsible for carrying it out.
Assignments made to Users, Planning units and non-user contacts will generate emails to assigned
individuals.
12. Enhanced Budget Request: The user should consider if any of his tasks will require additional
funding to be carried out successfully. If so, you can create a detailed multi-item Enhanced Budget
Request for each task, all of which add up to the overall budget estimate for the objective.
13. Units Impacted: If you need some assistance from another department to successfully complete
your Objective, select that planning unit in Units Impacted. SPOL will send an email to the unit
manager, along with notes from you.
14. Intended Results: The user can describe the results he expects to see from the Objective or specific
tasks. Such performance expectations can be described in Intended Results.
15. Assessment Measures: The user can use Assessment Measures to describe how she will measure
each of her intended results, describing data sources and data collection methodologies.
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Tracking Progress
16. Associated Outcomes: If the Objective is intended to improve student learning or operational
outcomes documented within the Assessment Module, those Outcomes can be associated directly
to this objective.
17. Status Reports: The user can document his progress over time within Status Reports. The more
detailed the report, the more departmental and institutional intelligence is captured. When writing
a Status Report, the user might also update the status indicators for tasks and the overall objective.
18. Document Management: The user can upload relevant documents to the Objectives Document
Repository and make the documents part of the record for the objective within the Document
Management section.
19. Link Management: Create links to web-based artifacts within the Link Management weblink library.
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Reporting Results & Closing the Loop
20. Actual Results: The user can document his Actual Results at the end of the planning year and at the
end of the life cycle of this objective. It is good practice to refer back to the original intended results
and assessment measure for guidance in reporting results.
21. Use of Results: The user closes the loop on the objective by documenting how she will use her
results for continuous quality improvement.
22. Associated Standards: A carefully assessed and successfully completed objective can provide
excellent evidence for accreditation. Associate the objective with one or more standards within the
Accreditation Module. The objective will then be available to be used as evidence for the next selfstudy for any accrediting body where standards have been associated.
23. SWOT Analysis: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats relative to the Objective.
24. Gap Analysis: Charting the difference between success and lack of success.
25. Objective History: Actions taken by individuals relative to the Objective.
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Objective Tasks
Tasks is where Users define what actions, budgetary needs, and personnel resources are necessary for
meeting an Objective.

Task Details
1. Start Date: The date that the Task or action begins
2. Task Type: A list of any categories that your institution has established for Tasks. Used primarily
for reporting purposes, the Task Type field is not required.
3. Priority Level: The overall priority of the Task – typically High, Medium, and Low.
4. Order: The order in which the Tasks should be listed on the Objective Detail page and in reports.
This field overrides Start Date and Due Date for ordering Tasks.
5. Due Date: The date by which the Task should be completed.
6. Completed Date: The date that the Task was completed.
7. Status: The overall status of the Task. Selections may include Completed, Discontinued, In
Progress, Ongoing, and Pending.
8. Budget (Total): The total budget amount requested for the Task. This field is derived from
entries found under <View Budget>. This Budget amount only appears if you have the Budget
Module.
9. Description: The full description of the Task.
10. Remarks: Any notes, updates, or requirements associated with the Task. Multiple remark
entries can be created for each Task. This section is not available until the Task has been saved
for the first time.
11. Add/Edit (Remarks): To create a new remark, select <Add.> To edit an existing Task, click on an
existing remark and select <Edit.> You can also double-click on a Remark to open it in edit mode.
12. View Budget: The designated area for budget requests. Click on the <View Budget> button to
view a list of the current budget requests associated with the Task. To add a new budget
request, click the <New> button at the upper right of the window. See the "Enhanced Budget
Requests" article for more information on creating and managing these records. The <View
Budget> button will not appear until the Task has been saved for the first time. Moreover,
Enhanced Budget Requests can only be added to Objectives when the Objective Purpose
selected has been designated as "budgetable."
13. View Assignments: The designated area for Task assignments. When selected, a list of the
current assignments associated with the Task will load along with a button to add new
assignments. The <View Assignments> button will not appear until the Task has been saved for
the first time.
14. Save/Delete/Close (Task): The buttons that save, delete and/or close the Task. (The close
option will not update the Task information.) For new Tasks, selecting <Save> once will
display the View Budgets, View Assignments, and Remarks options.
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Approve My Objectives
When Objectives are present and pending approval by the logged in user, the Approve My Objectives
option will appear on the Planning Homepage. From the Approve My Objectives page, users can view a
list of all Objectives pending their approval, provide notes, and mass approve or reject the Objectives from
a single page.
As with individual approvals, any approval action made from the page will route the approval and a system
email to the appropriate user in the approval chain. Only Objectives pending approval are listed on the
page and the Approve My Objectives option will only appear on the Planning Homepage when
Objectives are pending approval.
Similar to other list pages in SPOL, the Approve My Objectives page lists Objectives in an expansion list.
The list is categorized by Planning Unit, then by Objective. When the Objective is expanded, the option to
approve or reject and the Notes text box appears.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click the carrot to the left of the Planning Unit to expand and display any pending Objectives.
Select the check box to the left of the Objective to expand and display the approval options.
Add Notes to the approval action (the Reject action will require a Note).
Select the appropriate approval action (Approve or Reject).
Select Apply Approval Actions to apply the selected action
A pop-up window will appear asking to confirm the action(s). Select OK to confirm and the system
will confirm with a Sending Email notification.
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Copy Objective Data
The Copy Objective Data feature in SPOL facilitates the copying, moving, or extending of an Objective from
one planning year to another. To access the Copy Objective Data feature, navigate to the Planning
Homepage and select "Copy Objective Data." If the selection does not appear on the Planning Homepage,
it could be for one of the following reasons:
1. You don't have permissions
to access the feature
2. You do not belong to a
Planning Unit
3. Your SPOL system
administrator has hidden
the feature under System
Layout
4. You have not yet created
Objectives under your
Planning Unit

Multi-Year vs. Single-Year Objectives
Objectives are created as either Multi-year (Multi-year = Yes) or Single-Year (Multi-year = No). Depending
on the selection made when the Objective was created, the procedure for making Objectives available in
future, or past, planning years will be different.
Single-year Objectives are typically identified as projects that begin and end within a single Planning Year.
Single-year Objectives can be copied with all data from the previous year, copied with specific data from
the previous year, or moved from one Planning Year to another.
Multi-year Objectives are typically identified as projects that take multiple years to complete. Rather than
“copy” Multi-year Objectives, Planning Years are “added” to extend the life span of the project.
The Copy Objective Data option allows users to determine what type of Objective they created and
identify to which years their Objectives belong.

Copy Single-Year Objective Data
The Copy Options are as follows for a Single Year Objectives:
 Copy the Objectives and all the associated data to the Destination Planning Year
 Move the Objectives and all its associated data to the Destination Planning Year
 Copy the Objectives and choose the associated data to copy along with it to the Destination
Planning Year.
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Copy the Objective and All the Associated Data
Selecting this option will copy all data associated with the Objective(s) to the destination year. Once
selected, users can expand the appropriate Planning Unit and select which Objectives they would like to
copy.
1. Select the <Original Planning Year> from the dropdown list to access objectives to be copied
2. Select the <Destination Planning Year> from the dropdown list to identify the Planning Year (PY)
where the new objective copy should be placed
3. Select the <Single Year> radio button to view all objectives identified as "Multi-Year = No" on the
objective header, and to enable the ability to create a new copy of an objective
4. Select the button <Copy the Objective and all the associated data to the next Planning Year>

5. All planning units with which the user has an affiliation will appear at the bottom of the page, and
a caret will appear to the left of the those planning units with single-year objectives; click on any
caret to expand the planning unit and reveal all single-year objectives
6. Click the checkbox next to each objective to be copied
a. Note that for any objectives that have already been copied to the selected destination
planning year, the checkbox will not be available, but will be replaced by a green check
mark icon
b. If you need to create a new copy of the objective into the selected destination planning
year, you must first delete the existing copy from the destination planning year
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7. Click the <Copy Data> button

Move the Objective and All the Associated Data
Selecting this option will move the Objective(s) and all associated data to the destination year. Once
selected, users can expand the appropriate Planning Unit(s) and select the Objectives they would like to
move.
1. Select the <Original Planning Year> from the dropdown list to access objectives to be moved
2. Select the <Destination Planning Year> from the dropdown list to identify the PY where the
objective should now be placed
3. Select the <Single Year> radio button to view all objectives identified as "Multi-Year = No" on the
objective header, and to enable the ability to move an objective
4. Select the button <Move the Objective and all the associated data to the next Planning Year>
5. All planning units with which the user has an affiliation will appear at the bottom of the page, and
a caret will appear to the left of the those planning units with single-year objectives; click on any
caret to expand the planning unit and reveal all single-year objectives
6. Click the checkbox next to each objective to be moved
7. Click the <Move Data> button

Copy the Objective and Choose the Associated Data to Copy Along with it
Selecting this option will copy the Objective, with only the selected associated data, to the destination
year. Once this option is selected, users will have the ability to select from among all of the elements
found on the Objective Details page. The user can set the default values to be applied to each objective
selected to be copied. Once objectives are selected, the user can adjust the default selection of elements
for each individual objective.
To copy the data, users will first select the elements that should be copied, expand the appropriate
Planning Unit(s), and select which Objectives they would like to copy. Users may also choose to add or
remove elements from specific Objectives by selecting or deselecting options underneath the Objective
itself.
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Copy Multi-Year Objective Data
Objectives designated as Multi-Year may require multiple years to complete. When a new planning year
has been established, users can navigate to a multi-year objective and "Add a Planning Year" or use the
Copy Objective Data feature to accomplish this task in bulk.
Rather than "Copying" the objective, the Copy Objective Data feature will add more planning years to
multi-year objectives. This operation will make the objective available in any planning year associated
with it.

1. Select the <Original Planning Year> from the dropdown list to access objectives to be extended
2. Select the <Destination Planning Year> from the dropdown list to identify the PY to be added to
selected objectives
3. Select the <Multi-Year> radio button to view all objectives identified as "Multi-Year = Yes" on the
objective header, and to enable the ability to add more planning years to an objective
4. All planning units with which the user has an affiliation will appear at the bottom of the page, and
a caret will appear to the left of the those planning units with multi-year objectives; click on any
caret to expand the planning unit and reveal all multi-year objectives
5. Click the checkbox next to each objective to be extended; note that for any objectives that have
already been extended to the selected destination planning year, the checkbox will not be
available, but will be replaced by a green check mark icon
6. Click the <Add Year> button
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